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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm for computing the inverse of a matrix polynomial s.v/ - sN-‘A, 
_ . . 
-sA,- 1 - A, is given, where / is a singular matrix. This algorithm is a new 
extension of Leverrier’s algorithm for computing the inverse of a matrix polynomial 
sNI - ,s~“- ‘A, - ... -sA,_ 1 - A,v, where I denotes the unit matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
a(s) = det( sZ,, - A) (1.1) 
= sn + a,~“~’ + *-. +a,_,s + a, (1.2) 
be the characteristic polynomial of an n x n matrix A, where I, denotes the 
unit matrix of order n, and let 
(SC, - A)-’ = 
sn-lzn + F2B, + ... +d-l,_, + I?,-, 
a(s) 
(1.3) 
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A well-known algorithm attributed to Leverrier, Fadeev, and others permits 
simultaneous determination of the coefficients uk and the matrices B, by 
means of the formulae 
tr( AB,_ l) 
a, = -tr A, fJi = - 
i 
, i = 2,3 ,..., 71, 
B, = A + a,Z,,, Bi = AZ?_, + a,.Z,,, i = 2,3,. . , n - 
where tr A denotes the trace of A. If s = 0 then 
A-’ = -B,_I/u,. 




extension of this scheme, a finite algorithm for computing the Moore-Penrose 
inverse A+ . IS given in [l], and a finite algorithm for computing the weighted 
Moore-Penrose inverse A,GN is given in [2]. 
In [3, 41, the block version of a Cayley-Hamilton theorem is presented, 
and an expression for the inverse of a matrix partitioned into commuting 
blocks is obtained. In [5], using the block Cayley-Hamilton theorem, an 
expression for the Moore-Penrose inverse of a class of singular or rectangular 
matrices partitioned into commuting blocks is obtained. This method requires 
the inversion of only one matrix with the same order as the blocks. 
In 1989, a new derivation was given of the Leverrier-Fadeev algorithm 
[7]. The method is here extended to produce a corresponding scheme for the 
inverse of the polynomial matrix s”Z, - sA, - A,. _ 
THEOHEM 1.1. Let 
( s2Zn - sA, - Az) 




d(s) = s2” + d,s’“-l + ..a +d2+]s + d,,. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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Then the coefficients in (1.6) asd (1.7) can be determined sequentially by 
d, = -tr A,, G, = A, + d,Z,, 
cl, = - 
tr( AIGj_l + 2A,G,_,) 
i 
i = 2,3, 
Gj = A&, + A&_, + d,Z,, i = 2,3, 
where G,, = I,, and d2,,_ ,, d,, are determined by 
d2n_1 = tr( A,G,,-,I, 
d,, = - 
tr( A,G,, -2) 
n 
(1.8) 
2n - 2, (1.9) 
2n - 2, (1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
This method can be generalized for a regular polynomial matrix of 
arbitrary degree. Let 
K(s) = sNZn - ?-‘A, - sNp2A, - 1.. -sA,_, -A,. (1.13) 
The results have application to linear control systems theory. Finally, Bamett 
mentioned that differential extensions to Leverrier’s algorithm arising from 
singular linear control systems have appeared in the literature [8. 91. 
The problem is to expand (sJ - Al-i, where J is singular but det(sJ - 
A) z 0, and an interesting question for future research is whether a scheme 
can be found to deal with (1.13) when I, is replaced by J. In this paper, an 
algorithm for computing the inverse of a matrix polynomial 
H(s) = s”] - sNplA1 - .?‘A2 - a.. -sA,_, -A, (1.14) 
is given, where J is singular but 
det(s”J - sN-lAi - ..* -.sA,_, - AN) $ 0. (1.15) 
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2. THE REGULAR CASE 
First, we give a scheme for the inverse of the regular polynomial matrix 
(1.13). 
THEOHEM 2.1. Let 
( ~“1, - ?-‘A, - a.. -sA,_, - A.,) 
-1 




d(s) = sSn + dlsNn-l + e.. +d,,_,s + d,,. (2.2) 
Then the coefficients in (2.1) and (2.2) can he determined sequentially by 
d, = -tr A,, G, = A, + d,l,; (2.3) 
di = - 
tr[NANGi_N+(N-l)AS_IGi_N+l +..*+2A,G,_2+A1Gi_,] 
i 
i = 2,3,. . , Nn - N, (2.4) 
Gi = A&, + A&_, + ..a +Ah,Gj_s + d,I,,, i =2,3 ,...,Nn -N, 
(2.5) 
where G, = I,,, and Gj is zero for i < 0; 
di = - 
tr(Ai-Nn+NGxn-x +Ai-Nn+N-1GNn-N-l + ... +fANGi-.\;I 
n 
i = Nn - N + 1,. , Nn - 1; 
dtvr,tL = -AN%,,~.~‘. (2.6) 
Proof. BY equating coefficients of s N”- ‘, sN’ 2, . , s2 in the identity 
(~“l,, - ,s~- ‘A, - ... -SAN-~ - A,\,) 
(s Nn-Nz,i + sSn-NP’G1 + ... +G,,,_.) = d(s)&, (2.7) 
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the expressions for G,, G,, . , G,, _N in (2.3) and (2.5) are obtained 
immediately. Consider the block companion matrix 
(2.8) 
for which 
det( sIN,, - D) = det(sNZ, - s”-‘A, - 1.. -.sA,_, -AN) = d(s). 
The coefficients of d(s) in (2.2) can be obtained by applying (1.4) and (1.5) 
to D. Hence d, = - tr D = - tr A, which is (2.3), and 
d, = - 
tr(D’ + dIDi-’ + ... +d,_lD) 
i 





The expressions (2.4) are obtained from (2.9) by establishing the Fj. The 
main diagonal elements of Fj are 
N 
tFi)j.j = C ‘i&kAk7 
k = N -.j + 1 
tFi)N,N = F AkGi-k. 
k=l 
The Zth lower diagonal elements of F, are 
j= 1,2 ,...,N- 1, (2.10) 
(2.11) 
(F,)j+~,j = f Gi-k+lAk> 1=1,2,..., N-l, j=1,2 ,..., N-l 
k=N-j+ 1 
(2.12) 
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The mth upper diagonal elements of F, are 
11’ - p - 11, 
( Fi) ,‘, p + ,,I = - C Gi-k-mAk, 
k = 0 
m=l,2 ,..., N-l, p = 1,2 , , N - m, (2.13) 
where A, = -I,. This is easily shown by induction on i. It is routine to 
verify that (2.10)-(2.13) hold. Using (2.8) and (2.10)-(2.13) produces 
D i+l + d,Di + . . . +diD = DFi + d,D = F,,, 
with the help of the expressions for G, in (2.5). This verifies the induction 
hypothesis. Combining Equations (2.91, (2.10), and (2.11) then produces the 
required formula (2.4), on recalling that tl( A,G, _ k) = tr(GiPk Ak), k = 
1,2, . , N. The expressions (2.6), (2.5) follow by equating the coefficients of 
.sO, s’, s’, , ss-’ in (2.7). n 
3. THE SINGULAR CASE 
The matrix polynomial (1.14) can be written as 
H(s) = shj - s”-‘A, - ... -sA,_, - A, 
= z.h’Z,r _ =“-‘A, _ . . . _zA,v_, _ &, (3.1) 
where 
& ZZM I,, - ,$j - +-‘A, + ?-‘A, - ... --A,_, + .sA,\r_, + A, 
(3.2) 
and z is a new pseudovariable, which does not affect H(s), since it is 
eliminated. 
Now it is clearly seen that the Lewerrier algorithm can be appbd to 
compute the inverse of the matrix z~Z,~ - z”-‘A, - ..* -zAX_ I - A,. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let 
H(s)-’ = (s”] - s"-'A, - a’- -sAy,, -'1,)-l 
N-IA, _ . . . -“A,_, - &-’ 
(3.3) 
where 
d(s) = d,,(s)z”” + d,(s)P-’ + ... +dNn_l(S)Z + dNn(S), (3.4) 
G,(s) = I,, d,(s) = 1. (3.5) 
Then the coefJicients in (3.3) and (3.4 can be determined sequentially by 
Theorem 2.1: 
d,(s) = tr A,, G,(s) =A, + d,(s)Z,, (3.6) 
dj( s) = - 
tr(N~,Gj_,2,+(N-1)A,_,Gi~,,+,+...+2A,G,_,+A,G,_,) 
i 
i = 2,3,..., Nn - N, (3.7) 
Gi(s) = A&,(s) + A&_,(s) + .** +&Gi-N(s) + di(s)Z,, 
i = 2,3,. . , Nn - N, (3.8) 
(3.9) 
The matrix polynomial Gi(s) and the scalar polynomial d,(s) depend o,n 
the variable s. This can be seen from (3.6)-(3.91, since the matrix A, 
depends on s. As (3.1) is independent of z, in the following, for the sake of 
simplicity, we will take z = 0. Therefore, the relations (3.2)-(3.4) can be 
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written as 
A>\, = -s”J + s"-~A, + .a- +sA,_, + A,, (3.10) 
H(s)-’ = (sNJ - $-‘A, - ... -sA,_, - A,)-’ 
GhM(S) = -A,’ = 
4%(S) ’ 
(3.11) 
d(s) = d,,(s). (3.12) 
lt is seen from (3.6)-(3.9) that the degree of the matrix polynomial G,(S), 
i = 0, 1, . . , Nn - N and of the scalar polynomial di(s), i = I,&. . . , Nn, is 
at most equal to i. Hence, Gi(s) and n$s) can be written as 
G,(s) = k Giksk, i = 0, 1, . , Nn - N, (3.13) 
k=O 
di(S) = & dikSk, 
k = 0 
i = 0, 1, . , Nn, (3.14) 
where Gi, and d,, are the constant coefficient matrix and scalar coefficient of 
the kth power of s, respectively. It is seen from (3.11) that for the 
computation of H(s)-’ we need only the quantities GIVnPN(s) and d,,(s). 
Substituting (3. lo), (3.13), and (3.14) in the recursive relations G,(s) and 
d,(s) in (3.6)-(3.9), we obtain the following general recursive relations by 
equating the coefficients of the powers of s in the two sides of each equation: 
d 1, 0.0 = 
d 1.0 = -tr A,, d, i = 0, 
di,, = - 
tr(A,G,_r a + 2A,G,_2,0 + ..a +(i - l)Ai_,G,,, + iA,G,,,) 
i 
i=2,3 ,..., N-l, 
di I = di,z = .a. = di,r = 0, i = 2,3 ,..., N - 1, 
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djTk = - tr( -VG,-,,,-. + NC~lAiGj_N,k_cN_i, + C~-lliAjGj-j,k) 
_i 
j=N,N+l,..., Nn-N, k=O,l j..., [j/N]N, 
dj,k = 0, j=N,N+l >.,.> Nn -N, k = [j/N]N + l,..., j, 
d Nn,k = - 
tr(-lG,,-N,k-N + ZdiG,yn-N,k-(N-i)) _ 




&n(s) = d.m,N&“” + dN,,,Nn_/“‘-’ + ... +dd,,,,s + d,,,,, (3.16) 
G 0,o = L > 
G I,0 = A, + d,,,z,, G,,, = o,, 
Gi.0 = A,Gi-1.0 + AzGi-2.0 + *.. +Ai_,G,,n + AiG,,,o + dr,oZn, 
i =2,3 ,...,N- 1, 
Gi,l = Gi 2 = 0.. = Gi i = 0 “, i = 2,3 ,..., N - 1, 
Gj,k = -JGj-N,k-N + E AiGj_k,k-(N-i) + NilAiGj_i,k + dj,kZ,, 
i=l i=l 
j = N, N + 1, . , Nn - N, k = o,~,..., [~/N]N 
Gj,k = On, j=N,N+l,..., Nn -N, k = [j/N]N + l,..., j. 
(3.17) 
In the above relations, the coefficient Gp,q is zero when q < 0 or 4 > p. We 
have 
G,,,_,(s) = GNn_N,Nn_N~N”-N + GNn_N,Nn-N-l~Nn-N-’ + .*. 
+ GN~-N.I~ + GNU-N.O. (3.18) 
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4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider 
s2 0 s2 
H(s) = 1 0 1 - s 0 I >
-1+s 0 -1 + *s2 
so that 
N = 2, n = 3, Nn = 6, Nn - N = 4, 
From (3.15) and (3.171, we have 
d,, = 1, 
G,,,, = 1, > 
d,” = -1, d,, = 0, 
G,,= (1; i _;j> G,,= (I i I)> 
d,,, = 0, d,, = -1, d,, = 2, 
G,,= (i -% 81, G,,= (1: I ii_ G,,= (g ; -iI, 
da,, = 1, d,, = 0, d,, = -3, d,, = 0, 
Gal= (_a ; ;), GJ1-l: g &]> 
-% _fj, G,,= [i ; ii], 
cl 40 = -1, d,, = 1, d,, = 3, d,, = -3, cl,, = 1, 
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d, = 0, d,, = 0, d,, = 0, d,, = -1, 
d, = 2, d,, = -1, dc6 = 0. 
From (3.16) and (3.181, we have 
de(s) = -s3 + 2s4 - s5, 
I 
- 1 + s + *s2 - s3 0 -s2 + s3 
G4(S) = 0 -s3 + s4 0 
1 - 2s + s2 0 s2 - s3 1. 
Hence 
G4(s) 
H(s)-1 = d6tS) 
1 (1-s)(s+l) 0 s2 
= s3(1 -s) 0 ,SR 0 
s-l 0 --s” 
Alternatively, it is easy to verify that 
det H(s) = -s3 + 2s4 - s5, 
-1+s+s2-s3 0 
adj H(s) = 0 -s3 + s4 
1 - 2s + s2 0 
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